
Filip Krtička´s B.A. thesis – review written by the supervisor 

 

      Very rarely does it happen that one sees a diploma thesis written on a well-known work of 

a major American writer which is truly original. Yet, with Mr. Krtička, this is precisely the 

case.  

 

      Telling Community in William Faulkner´s „A Rose for Emily“: A Case Study in Narrative 

Technique is a work relying firstly on Southern studies; the concept of community (together 

with family and tradition) is crucial there. Secondly, it is a work of a truly interdisciplinary 

nature, as it explores and applies key concepts from narratology (and thus, by definition, 

ranges from lingvistics to sociology), namely the so-called „we-narration“. The resulting 

analysis of a given short story is not only detailed and precise, but also extremely persuasive, 

and clearly demontrates that Mr. Krtička is able to critically approach both certain theoretical 

notions and existing interpretations. The central argument is both nuanced and carefully 

structured, and, in my opinion, reaches its peak in subchapter 4.4.3., aptly called Emily and 

the Narrative: Totem and Taboo.   

 

      A few minor comments follow. 1) I have noted that in my copy, there is no page 134; 

therefore, some crucial data is missing, and I hope that Mr. Krtička would be willing and able 

to insert that page. 2) As to note 472, there is no connection made („Howe, for example, sees 

the shock as justified by the theme; he still sees the story as deficient…“), and those readers 

who are not familiar with Howe´s study may have some logical problems: following the 

argument, do we need „but“, or „therefore“? 3) There are some commas missing in the Czech 

abstract: namely in „způsob, jakým“ and „sestává, tím“.  

 

      Thus, there are just two questions I would wish to ask for the purposes of the oral defense. 

1) This may be irrelevant from the point of view of literary theory, but still, I would think of 

that as interesting: We do have the so-called original text of „A Rose for Emily“, and Mr. 

Krtička makes some use of that, but do we actually know what Faulkner himself thought 

about the narrative strategy of this particular short story (based on his letters, lectures, 

conversations with his friends, etc.)? 2) Mr. Kritička does not mention any possibilities for 

further research, which is not, in such a complex and unified diploma thesis, a problem; yet, 

what would he wish to explore in this connection during, let´s say, potential PhD. studies? 

 

      There is no doubt in my mind that Mr. Krtička deserves an excellent grade. Moreover, I 

believe that he is a strong candidate for our Mathesius award, and would wish to nominate 

him for Bolzano award as well (please find enclosed a more detailed review in Czech).  
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